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2018 Targets in Trump’s GOP
The Trump presidency has created serious opportunities for agile progressives to target and deliver messages to a fractured and demoralized GOP. This is the conclusion of Democracy Corps’
new national online message test of 1,200 Republican registered voters, numerous Catalist voterfile matched phone surveys, and focus groups among the factions of the GOP.1
Fully 40 percent of the GOP base are part of factions that are unenthusiastic about President
Trump and one-quarter may be targeted in these final 60 days before the midterm. These targets
may be identified by demographic variables, partisanship, and ideological identity – including by
the existing models available to progressives on Catalist’s voter-file. They want leaders who will
be a check on Donald Trump and are responsive to messages demanding a less divisive politics.

The Trump enthusiasm gap opportunity
President Trump has produced an enthusiasm gap between Democrats – who are united and mobilized against him – and Republicans – who are divided into the highly defensive Trump loyalists and the less enthusiastic GOP put off by Trump’s base strategy. This has been confirmed in
our phone surveys and focus groups among the factions of the GOP base, and persists in this new
web-survey. It is time to act on this huge opportunity.
The unenthusiastic faction of moderates and secular conservatives are 41 percent of self-identified Republicans (23 percent and 18 percent, respectively) and their lack of enthusiasm for
Trump, their desire for a check on his presidency, and their low interest in this election are flashing lights.2
•

One-third of moderates and nearly one-quarter of secular conservatives disapprove of
Trump. Three-quarters of moderates either disapprove of his performance or approve

1

Democracy Corps and Greenberg Research conducted a web-survey of 1,200 Republican and Republican-leaning
independent registered voters nationally between August 21-26, 2018.
2
The GOP base may be broken into 5 five factions – moderates, secular conservatives, Catholic conservatives, Tea
Party GOP and Evangelicals. Detailed overviews of each of these factions of the GOP are available in survey and
focus group reports on our website.
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weakly. That contrasts with the 60 percent of Evangelicals and Tea Party GOP who
strongly approve of Trump’s performance.
•

Almost half of moderates and 3-in-10 secular conservatives want to vote for leaders who
will be “a check on President Trump.”

•

These voters are evidencing their views by their electoral pull back. Only one-third of
moderates and 37 percent of secular conservatives give the maximum level of interest on
a 1 to 10 level of interest scale – dramatically below the 53 percent of Evangelicals. The
highest interest drops to 30 percent with secular conservative women and just 21 percent
with moderate women. That’s a statement!

•

Half of moderates and secular conservatives say the election is no more important or less
important than past elections. They do not join the Tea Party Evangelicals who want to
vote to defend the Trump presidency.

Progressives should not assume that these voters are inaccessible because of the way conservatives reach their base. The Trump rallies and Fox News may not reach them. Fox News is viewed
negatively by the unenthusiastic faction of the GOP base, including half of moderates and a plurality of secular conservatives. In the focus groups Democracy Corps conducted with the different factions of the GOP base, about half of the participants were uncomfortable watching a video
segment of President Trump speaking to a rally. That was particularly true with moderates and
secular conservatives.

Identifying the targets for fracture
It is possible to target Republicans who are pulling back from Trump based on their partisanship
and ideology and further by demographic variables. Critically, many of this can be achieved using voter-file scores available to progressives.
Even though Donald Trump is not a typical Republican, his strongest support comes from the 50
percent of the GOP base that identify as strong Republicans. Weak Republicans and Republicanleaning independents – the other half of the GOP base – are much less supportive of the president and less enthusiastic about voting. Analysis of Democracy Corps’ voter-file matched phone
surveys, nationally and in the battleground, confirms that there is significant overlap between
self-reported strong Republicans and Republican base voters on Catalist’s partisanship score.
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Most operationally, excluding Evangelicals and Catholics and strong Republicans produces a target group that form 26 percent of the Republican base. These are the voters who most want a
check on Trump and express their lack of enthusiasm in lower intention to vote in the off-year
elections. As you will see, they respond to a message about divisiveness.

It is also possible to further refine by demographics like gender, age and education. Women
across all factions of the GOP base are also significantly less likely than their male and counterparts to express strong support for Donald Trump or high enthusiasm for voting in November.
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Republican women who are under 45, born before 1980, or are under 30, college educated Republican women and unmarried Republican women present the greatest opportunity based on
their low approval of President Trump and low interest in the midterms.

Talking to GOP targets
This survey provides clarity about the best message platform and attacks for the target audience
of GOP base voters. These targets are critical of politicians who have created too much division
and urge them to end the gridlock that is hurting the middle class. They want politicians who will
work with both parties to fix our problems.

The strong attack among GOP targets is consistent with this platform: politicians are dividing the
country with their statements about the other party and won’t work together to get things done.
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Attacks on Republicans’ handling of health care and failing to drain the swamp also do damage,
but the data best supports a clear, integrated message focused on the politicians dividing the
country and refusing to work with the other party at the expense of the middle class.
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